“ It all starts with the vine.”
“ We are here for Nature to show us her best.
[…] that is the reason I let Nature do her work.”
“ Wine deserves to be preserved so that we can
pass on a few bottles to our descendants.
It also deserves to be tasted whenever it is craved ! ”
Henri Jayer
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passion

—

Baghera/wines
an experts office

—
The world of fine wines needed a comprehensive
consultancy firm for outstanding wines. Hence the
foundation of Baghera/wines with a view to assist its
clientele in a dedicated and personalised approach
regarding the elaboration of their collections.
Discovering the most coveted and unique bottles,
acquiring wines with the greatest potential, but also
learning to part with one’s treasures (even a few), at
the right time, is what Baghera/wines’ expertise is
all about.
Helping our customers find the best wine-tasting
selections, lending our advice on proper wine
preservation is our “credo”. We are here to help you
create the perfect collection and make it thrive.

—
office@bagherawines.com
office + 41 22 910 46 30

—
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c o n s u lta n t

c o n s u lta n t

c o n s u lta n t

team

team

team

—

—

—

—

—

—

Francesco Lee

Per Holmberg

Dominique Fornage

Flavien Jaquillard

Michael Ganne

Julie Carpentier

asia representative

usa representative

event officer

chief financial officer

executive director

deputy director

—

—

—

—

—

—

Francesco is an independent consultant

Per’s passion for wine drove him to seek

Dominique Fornage comes from Switzerland.

Flavien Jaquillard, a Lyon-born gourmet, has

Michael Ganne is originally from the Médoc

Julie Carpentier’s past is deeply rooted to

advising on Asian market strategy. An early

a career in the industry. Cellar Manager

At the age of 20, he discovered the world of

been attracted to the good things in life since

region of Bordeaux and naturally chose to

the Loire valley. These regional origins may

wine passionate following his dream and

at Morrell’s in 1997, he helped build the

fine wines in which he showed immediate

his childhood. The love of cooking, wine and

dedicate himself to the wine business. Yet

very well have given her the desire to take the

“soul of wine”, Francesco has been visiting

company’s recently-launched auction division.

interest with the help of the best local experts

numbers have been decisive in his career.

his unswerving taste for novelty spanned

plunge and work in wineries and vineyards.

wineries in Bordeaux, Burgundy and the Napa

He joined Christie’s Int. in 2000 as a Wine

who told him all you need to know about

well beyond the great Bordeaux wines of his

Yet it may simply have been the encounter

Valley with his parents since he was 16.

Specialist where he rose to the AVP level.

wine tasting.

native land.

with her husband-to-be, an accomplished

Having obtained an MBA, he heads for the
financial departments of France’s most

winemaker…

Originally working as an equities research

After four years, Per joined San Francisco-

In 1983 he opened the first vinothèque, in the

prestigious hotels. To perfect his skills in the

A graduate of the International Vine and Wine

analyst in a French investment bank,

based internet startup Vinfolio. Here he

Canton of Valais, Vinothèque Nobilis. Three

field of finance, he joins several multinational

Office with a Master of Wine Management,

In a former life, Julie studied Art and

Francesco changed his career to the wine

created and oversaw Vinfolio’s program of

years later he was launching the first Wine

companies, leaders in their respective

Michael has visited more than twenty-four

Archaeology at the école du Louvre before

industry, joining Christie's as Senior Wine

buying private collections and helped build

Competition of the Valais canton, which is the

markets. Later, he discovers the operational

countries and met with the most influential

joining Christie's Wine Department where she

Specialist and Associate VP in 2008, where

a dedicated appraisal software for evaluating

only official contest today.

management of a vineyard and refocuses on

people in the business.

dedicated her expertise to wines and spirits.

he co-organized the Château Latour ex-cellar

collections. Per subsequently spent a year with

sale in 2011, that will be remembered for its

NY-based Wine Cellarage, establishing their

Dominique Fornage has sat on a number of

We owe Michael some of the most glamorous

A graduate from WSET also, Julie has shown a

many world records.

e-retail business before joining Benchmark as

national and international panels of judges.

Flavien has been involved in all of Baghera

world records when he was Head of

remarkable understanding of native varietals

VP, East Coast operations, where Per focused

He also leads masterclasses on wine and wine

Wines’ room auctions, and when Michael

Continental Europe for the Wine Department

together with an overall taste for exceptional

In 2011, Francesco joined Goldin, in charge of

on expanding the Napa-based company to

tasting in several government schools. As

and Julie invite him to join the team, the

at Christie's, such as the most expensive

and unique products. Thus, when Michael

wineries and rare wines acquisitions. During

both coasts.

an expert, his preference goes to the finest

partnership feels like a natural continuation

Bordeaux Cheval Blanc 1947 or a Burgundy

asked her to join Baghera, she did not hesitate

regional wines throughout the world, from

of his career at Christie’s in the world of

Romanée Conti 1945.

to be part of the venture as Deputy Director

auctions, fine wines and excellence.

his career, Francesco has tasted many of the

his objectives: excellency and gastronomy.

most legendary wines of the world and is a

In 2012 Per returned to Christie’s as their Head

the French motherland to Argentina. Today

within the team.

real wine enthusiast, sharing his in-depth

of Department, he launched Christie’s first

his exclusive wine masterclasses are famous

Strong promoter of the great vintage bottles

knowledge with worldwide connoisseurs and

department to hold regular ecommerce sales.

throughout the whole of Europe.

he unearths and relentlessly looking for new

collectors.

He is currently working as a private advisor to

perspectives, Michael became Executive

wine collectors throughout the world.

Director of Baghera in 2015.

—

—

—

—

—

—

flee@bagherawines.com

pholmberg@bagherawines.com

dfornage@bagherawines.com

fjaquillard@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 792 01 02

mganne@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 858 87 88

jcarpentier@bagherawines.com
cell + 41 79 472 22 23
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foreword

—

“ Art in every bottle ”
by michael ganne

—
855 bottles and 209 magnums ! That’s how many bottles there
were in Domaine Henri Jayer’s cellar. A handful of people
knew of the treasures that were lying dormant at the Domaine,
even though many bottles had been opened and shared these
past few years. The anecdote about one last Richebourg 1959
opened by the family last Christmas shows how much Henri
Jayer’s descendants enjoy tasting their father and grandfather’s
wine. Nevertheless, the decision was made, and the desire to offer these ultimate nectars to wine-lovers one last time was stronger than the temptation to keep them stored away in the cellar.

Provenance : All the bottles in the auction come from the cellar of Domaine Henri Jayer. These bottles were kept and stored
by Henri Jayer, listed in his cellar book and in his annual stock
inventory for customs. Now that his estate has been settled, the
wines belong to Henri Jayer’s two daughters, whose wish is to
sell these last few bottles at auction. The wines remained in the
cellar, without ever being moved from the cellar, until Baghera/
wines arranged their transport to the Geneva FreePort, last
February 2018, under the supervision of a sworn bailiff.

Preservation : The bottles in the auction are exceptionally well
Henri Jayer’s name has become such a myth that it requires
no explanation. These increasingly rare and sought-after bottles continue to bewitch our taste-buds, and the “ lucky few ” who
have had the wonderful opportunity to sample them in recent
times can confirm. The last bottles from Henri Jayer’s cellar have
become priceless treasures for lovers of the respected vigneron’s
wines. This is the last chance to obtain them directly from the
Domaine, guaranteed to be perfectly preserved.
Bringing this fabulous cellar to light is indeed dreamlike, and
believe it or not, it is actually happening… before our astounded
eyes, taking us back to our childhood days when we still could
discover treasures. This is what we felt when organising this auction and we invite you to share it together with us. The Baghera/
wines team has worked hard to make this auction magical and
exceptional. Moreover, you may be assured that we have taken
special care of five specific concerns :

preserved as they have never been removed from the Domaine’s
cellar. As the Domaine’s ageing cellar is indeed perfect for wine
storage, the colour of the wines is resplendent, and the levels are
generally sublime for bottles of their age. The bottles from the
cellar that we were able to taste show that the wine is still young
enough to be kept for an impressive length of time, for those who
are patient enough… Choosing Geneva as the auction venue and
as the storage location for these exceptional wines meant that they
would not suffer from a long transport from Vosne-Romanée.

New Domaine capsules and labels : As is the tradition in Burgundy, Henri Jayer kept his wines “sur pile”, bottled and stacked in his cellar – without labels or capsules. Labels and
capsules were therefore placed on all the bottles in the Domaine’s vat-room by Emmanuel Rouget and Henri Jayer’s
daughters ahead of the auction, last February 2018, just before the wines were removed from the premises. All the cap-
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sules, vintage slips and front labels on the bottles are new
and in excellent condition, regardless of the wine’s vintage.

in the vineyard as in the cellar, whilst also raising their two
daughters, Marcelle created the “Kingdom” with Henri.

Prooftag™ and original wooden cases : The uniqueness of this

We especially wish to thank Lydie and Dominique, Henri Jayer’s
daughters, as well as their respective husbands, Jean-Claude and
Patrick, for placing their trust in us, for sharing reminiscences
and anecdotes with us, for disclosing so many precious files, and
for the family moments spent together drinking their father’s
wines as well ! They kindly gave us access to considerably treasurable documents, a few of which are reproduced in this catalogue. “Thankyou !” for these gems… You will also find, in this
catalogue, several “special lots” from the cellar – treasure hunt !

collection was an incentive to improve the wine traceability process. Every bottle in this auction benefits from the Prooftag™
protection system, used by many prominent Domaines, enabling each buyer to identify and authenticate each wine that they
acquire at this historic auction. The bottles and magnums are
offered in original wooden cases marked Domaine Henri Jayer,
made exclusively for this auction.

Transport and Geneva FreePort : The wines were transported
from Henri Jayer’s Vosne-Romanée cellar to the Geneva FreePort in a specially chartered truck under a bailiff’s supervision.
The wines were escorted to Geneva FreePort’s cellars, where
they are currently being stored in perfect temperature and hygrometric conditions.
The story of these bottles would never have been this
remarkable without Henri Jayer’s lifelong dedication as an
artisan winemaker, without his willpower and strength of
character in the face of this challenging profession – working tirelessly to bequeath his work to the world. His poetry,
his art is in every bottle. His passionate respect for nature
and the vine, and his meticulous striving for excellency in
the cellar, would not have been fully expressed without his
wife Marcelle's precious contribution. Invariably by his side,

We cannot forget, or fail to thank, the heir to Henri Jayer’s savoir-faire : Emmanuel Rouget, who learned and worked alongside his uncle from 1976 onwards. His passion and knowledge of
wine is priceless and he continues to make brilliant wines from
the Jayer family’s vines, while in turn passing on the familial
know-how to his children.
In agreement with Henri Jayer’s daughters, we make the following promise : the buyers from this auction will be invited to
visit the Domaine where the “Master” created… and even, why
not, for a tasting of your newly acquired wines in situ ? Although
Henri Jayer’s vibrant cellar is now at rest, empty, the spirit of the
Domaine must live on thanks to you, lovers of the finer things in
life, Burgundy enthusiasts, ardent defenders of excellence. Let's
not forget how to open and drink these bottles !
•
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auction venue

—

Domaine de Châteauvieux
satigny, switzerland

—
The historial auction “ Henri Jayer, The Heritage – The ultimate
sale from the private cellar of Domaine Henri Jayer ”, will be
held in the sublime venue Domaine de Châteauvieux, just outside
Geneva, hosted by Philippe Chevrier and his team.
AN ICONIC, GOURMET VENUE

—
Taken over by Philippe Chevrier in 1989. With a 19/20 score
in Gault & Millau, two Michelin stars since 1994, a member
of Relais & Châteaux, Grandes Tables du Monde and Grandes
Tables de Suisse, the Domaine de Châteauvieux is also a luxury
venue for many other reasons. Thirteen luxurious and modern
rooms will welcome you into the timelessness of this splendid
location.
AN ICONIC, GEOGRAPHIC VENUE

—
First and foremost, the location – the stunning position of this
former vineyard farm. Perched in the Genevan mountains on
Peney hill in Satigny, Switzerland's main wine-growing region,
the Domaine de Châteauvieux blends into a landscape of vines
and serenity. A 360° view over the course of the Rhône, the
Domaine gazes at the Jura and Salève mountains and gives
an absolute feeling of fulfilment, characteristic of memorable

— Domaine de Châteauvieux and its vines, just outside of Geneva —

moments.

—
w w w. c h a t e a u v i e u x . c h
Chemin de Châteauvieux, 16
P e n ey - D e s s u s
1 2 4 2 S a t i g ny, G e n ev a
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an evening together

—

“ Dîner en famille ”
saturday june 16th 2018

—
An exceptional wine auction goes hand-in-hand with an
exceptional dinner… Baghera/wine’s team and Henri Jayer’s
family are pleased to host their wine friends for a cosy “dîner
en famile”.
Our friend Philippe Chevrier from Domaine de Châteauvieux**
will prepare a special menu for this rare occasion.
A selection of different vintages from Domaine Emmanuel
Rouget wines – emanating from the ex-Henri Jayer's vineyards –
will accompany the gourmet dinner.

—
— Henri Jayer's dining-room in his home, Vosne-Romanée, February 2018 —
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Preparing this fantastic sale was the rare opportunity
to catch a glimpse of Henri Jayer's personal universe,
to flick through photographs, notes and documents a few
of which we chose to share with you in this catalogue…
Julie Carpentier

the road to excellence

Henri Jayer by Aubert de Villaine
DOMAINE DE LA ROMANÉE-CONTI, MARCH 2018

O

ne of my fondest memories

We spent a long time in conver-

of Henri Jayer is the time I

sation, sometimes in heated debate,

spent with him tasting our

about the use of the stalk for example.

wine from the casks in our Domaine’s

At the end, when we tasted La Romanée

cellar. I had already met him before, but

Conti from the cask and discussed its

it was during this one-to-one tasting that

distinctive silkiness on the palate, he

I truly understood and admired the very

told me: “One thing I would have liked to

deep reflection that underpinned his

do, just once in my life, would have been to

philosophy and inspired him in his life

vinify La Romanée Conti.”

as a winemaker.

Henri Jayer’s immense respect for

A writer once said: “The most

the vine was returned and shared by all

important thing about a man is his dreams”.

those who knew him. He is one of those

A winemaker’s life is above all about

men who have proudly proclaimed the

working hard every day in the vineyard.

values of our local vineyard parcels,

For him more than anyone, it would

Les Climats de la Côte Viticole, over the

make no sense to compare his life to a

centuries, and have propelled the

dream, but all the efforts and sacrifices

region forward on the road to excel-

that Henri Jayer’s trade demanded did

lence, a journey that constantly begins

contribute to fulfilling his dream of

afresh.

making truly great wines.
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Aubert de Villaine

a conversation

Henri Jayer by Emmanuel Rouget
FLAGEY-ÉCHÉZEAUX, 7 TH OF MARCH 2018

Julie Carpentier — What was it like

Based on your conversations, which

working with Henri?

vintage do you think Henri Jayer was

Emmanuel Rouget — He was a
very good teacher. As we enjoyed each

His frankness, his honesty.

most proud of, over all the vintages
that he produced ?

The same could be said about you !

other’s company, our relationship wasn’t

1978 and the birth of the Cros-

complicated. Sometimes I struggled to

Parantoux was his great source of

understand his work in the cellar. In

pride. His creation. That made an

the vines, I felt more at ease. His “obses-

impact on him. It was Vosne-Romanée

Your “taste”, your “palate” : would

siveness” in the cellar… I struggled to

Village before and he was aware that

you say it was formed through being

keep up with him there : why do we do

this terroir had immense potential.

around your uncle, that it was also

I realise that I do the same thing !!! At

It’s not for me to say… but I won’t
contradict you !

passed on to you by Henri Jayer in a

this, why do we do that…??! And today
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What was your uncle’s best quality ?

Any special memories of your uncle?

way ?

times, I think, “Hey, that’s like when I

It was the early 1990s, while we

Indeed, Henri Jayer taught me it.

was with my uncle!!”. I look back and see

were having a morning snack during

Then life leads you to experiment…

myself with him…

winemaking. We used 2 upturned

You go tasting here and there… Then

grape crates as seats, and a third in

after a few of these experiments (which

Did you see your uncle’s exceptional

the middle as a table. My wife had

are more or less conclusive), you tell

side, through his approach to wine-

made a chicken terrine. Uncle was in

yourself: “that’s the way I like it”. Stalks,

growing and wine, or through his

an exploratory mood and he pulled

for example : I don’t like the stalk, I’ll

reputation ?

out… a bottle of Richebourg 1959

never put it in my wines. It bothers me

I began to understand when he

to go with this snack at 9 o’clock in

a lot in the Pinot noir. Running a cellar

entered competitions and always came

the morning !!! It was an exceptional

is all about personal tastes. Producing

back with an array of medals and prizes

moment. The wine was extraordinary.

a wine means expressing your tastes,

(especially the Prix d’Excellence in

At the time, it was definitely the oldest

like a chef who expresses his tastes in

Mâcon), and with the people, famous

wine I’d ever tasted. That was my

his kitchen. The same goes for wine-

or otherwise, chefs, sommeliers, and so

greatest memory of tasting my uncle’s

making.

on, who came to the Domaine.

wines.

…/…
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It’s an apprenticeship with Henri
Jayer : would you say he helped you to
form your palate ?
Yes, yes. He was of the same opinion
(about the use of stalks)… He was quite

Uncle was in an exploratory mood and he pulled
out… a bottle of Richebourg 1959 to go with this
snack at 9 o’clock in the morning !!!

categorical about that. I am one of the
few people who systematically ruled
out the stalk. Many people came to see

What vintages from Henri Jayer’s day

the cap, the pomace, but in the end only

Henri Jayer, and he told them what

stand out for you?

a very small amount of wine comes up

he thought about the stalk… They
nonetheless all experimented with it at
some point, apart from a few exceptions.

For the Cros, without hesitating,

over the top. It’s more moderate.

I’d say 1989 and 1990.
For the Beaumonts, in my uncle’s
time, the 1989 vintage is etched in my

One of your last memories of making
wine with your uncle ?

Regarding 1978, would you say there

memory – and also 1991, which was

It was in 2005. He was already ill

was a certain “ excitement ”, particu-

really very great. 1989 was perhaps

and hadn’t taken part in the grape

larly high expectations for this vin-

slightly livelier than 1991. The 1991

harvest. He only came for the wine-

tage, especially as it was the first year

vintage was – for the winegrowers

making in the cellar here in Flagey.

when all the wines were bottled at the

who made a success of it – a very great

He arrived in the courtyard, we were

Domaine ?

vintage, although it didn’t receive

in the vat room. He wanted to taste all

much media attention.

the vats. He tasted the vats one after

It was a big change. That year was
100% bottling… he hadn’t done it

For the Brûlées, 1978… or 1980. Yes,

the other… But he remained silent. I

before then, because he didn’t have

1980 was great too. At the time there was

was worried. What stupid thing might

the time to spare. It was just him and

the Brûlées, Richebourg and Cros-Pa-

I have done ???? My stomach was really

my aunt. Bottling takes time because

rantoux, three wines (geographically

“in knots”! I was feeling flustered.

it involves labelling, then marketing…

close to each other) which were really

The tasting ended. I went back to the

— Vosne-Romanée, February 2018 —

His entries in the Mâcon and Paris wine

very different. Very often, during the

car with him. As he opened his car

Emmanuel Rouget in the vineyard.

competitions helped him to market the

ageing phase back then, the wine that

door, he turned to me and said, “Do

wine. A Gold Medal, a Silver Medal, a

was nicest to taste was “Les Brûlées”.

you realise the quality of the wine you’ve

Bronze Medal… then you get drawn in.

There is also 1985. That was a more

made??? ” How should I interpret his

In 1978, that year, he wasn’t well-

full-bodied and alcoholic vintage.

words ???? I didn’t know if it was good

known in France. The Americans,

Tastes change with the years. And you

or bad ! I looked at him and he must

who knew him back home, had strong

have to bear in mind that back then,

have seen that I didn’t understand,

buying power once they came to

we punched down the wines twice a

that I was lost. He said to me, “What

France. They raised his profile in the

day with my uncle. Today, I only punch

you’ve done is extraordinary”. That was a

world of fine dining. They asked for

down my vats once a day. 1985, 1990

great relief. It was like a “release”. It’s

Henri Jayer’s wines in the top restau-

were punched down twice a day with

true that it was a superb vintage. The

rants. People often didn’t know him at

the bowl. We pushed the pomace down

quality of the grapes… as if there were

first… then gradually, he made a name

into the wine. Today at the Domaine, we

blackcurrants above the vats. It was

for himself in France.

punch down using “claws”. We break up

really magnificent.
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•

“Rose gave birth to a boy at 5 o'clock”
— Henri Jayer’s personal agenda, 10 th of May 1958. Henri Jayer mentions Emmanuel Rouget’s birth. —
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behind every great man…

Marcelle, Henri Jayer's wife
A TRIBUTE

M

arcelle Jayer, née Rouget, married Henri during
World War II, as he was beginning his “career” as a
winemaker. Her husband never ceased to highlight

the complementarity of their couple, whether it be in their
family life or in their joint work at the vineyard, attributing to
Marcelle all the merit that she deserved. Her great strength of
character and her meticulousness unwaveringly served the tasks
in the vineyard, which was particularly close to her heart ; the
rows were to be cut as well as her house was to be kept. If she
sometimes greeted customers with a scowl, they knew however
that they could enjoy an excellent meal after the cellar.

— Marcelle and Henri Jayer. —

“Frost in the morning. Chilly. I ploughed the Cruots, Beaumonts and finished the Cros-Parantoux.
Marcelle removed the dead vine shoots and cleaned the Beaumonts.”
— Henri Jayer’s personal agenda, 21st of November 1956 —
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album

Henri Jayer

— Henri Jayer and Chef *** Marc Meneau, at L’espérance in Saint-Père-sous-Vézelay. —

— Henri Jayer in 1943. —

— Recognition —

On the back of the photograph, handwritten in black ink :

Henri Jayer’s recognition as a rare winemaker led him to share his passion with great chefs

“ 10 - 7 - 1943 To my dear wife and daughter. Souvenir from Wien. Henri”

and travel to present his wines, meeting enthusiastic wine lovers.
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— Henri and his horse, “ Pilote ” —
Henri Jayer took great care of his horse and kept him till the end, considering that it was his duty
to ensure his companion’s wellfare in his old days, in a pasture near his home, after all the hard work…
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lots 1 to 7
— 31 —

My Nuits are the Jayer family’s two parcels, namely
Les Lavières and Les Argillats.
The Nuits-Saint-Georges Village appellation is quite
extensive. In the Vosne area, we have wines with a lovely
finesse, suppler and rounder, with the wonderful ageing
capacity that is found in all the great Pinots noirs.
Emmanuel Rouget

33 —
— 29

— above —
29 June 1970. Henri Jayer’s planting declaration.
— opposite page —
29 July 1956. Letter from the Ministry of Agriculture, announcing Henri Jayer's National Winemaker diploma.

— 30 —
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LOT 1

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,4 cms, one at 2,6 cms and one at 3,1 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 32 —

— 33 —

LOT 2

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,3 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 2’000 – 4’000 per lot
€ 1’700 – 3’390 per lot
In bond

— 34 —

— 35 —

LOT 3

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Three slightly raised corks.
Levels : two at 1,5 cms, one at 1,8 cms, two at 1,9 cms, one at 2 cms, one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,4 cms, one at 2,5 cms,
one at 2,7 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 3,2 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— 36 —

— 37 —

LOT 4

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1996
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 38 —

— 39 —

LOT 5

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1997
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 40 —

— 41 —

LOT 6
LOT 7

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges 1997
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 6 and LOT 7 — Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 1’600 – 3’200 per lot
€ 1’360 – 2’720 per lot
In bond

— 42 —

Photograph shows Lot 6 

— 43 —

The photograph of Lot 7 is avalaible on our website

lots 8 to 26

Les Meurgers has a nice surface... It is a very generous
wine. With maybe a little more body than acidity.
But always very consistent, nice and substantial.
The elegance of the South side…
Emmanuel Rouget

— 45 —

LOT 8
LOT 9

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€ 4’240 – 8’480 per lot
In bond

— 46 —

Photograph shows Lot 8 

— 47 —

The photograph of Lot 9 is avalaible on our website

LOT 10

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 4 cms, one at 4,5 cms and one at 5,2 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€ 5’940 – 11’870 per lot
In bond

— 48 —

— 49 —

LOT 11
LOT 12

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1978
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 11 — Level at 4,2 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 12 — Level at 4,4 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 8’000 – 16’000 per lot
€ 6’780 – 13’560 per lot
In bond

— 50 —

Photograph shows Lot 11

— 51 —

The photograph of Lot 12 is avalaible on our website

LOT 13

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1978
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 52 —

— 53 —

LOT 14

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1978
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€ 2’550 – 5’090 per lot
In bond

— 54 —

— 55 —

LOT 15

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1980
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€ 4’240 – 8’480 per lot
In bond

— 56 —

— 57 —

LOT 16

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : two at 1,6 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,6 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
6 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€ 25’430 – 50’850 per lot
In bond

— 58 —

— 59 —

LOT 17

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,1 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€ 4’240 – 8’480 per lot
In bond

— 60 —

— 61 —

LOT 18

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 62 —

— 63 —

LOT 19

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,1 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 4 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— 64 —

— 65 —

LOT 20

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 1,4 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,8 cms, two at 2,9 cms and one at 3,1 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 66 —

— 67 —

LOT 21

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€ 4’240 – 8’480 per lot
In bond

— 68 —

— 69 —

LOT 22

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 1,8 cms, one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,3 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,8 cms and one at 3 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 70 —

— 71 —

LOT 23

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€ 2’120 – 4’240 per lot
In bond

— 72 —

— 73 —

LOT 24

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 4’500 – 9’000 per lot
€ 3’820 – 7’630 per lot
In bond

— 74 —

— 75 —

LOT 25

—
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Meurgers, Vertical from 1976 to 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

7 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1976 —

— 76 —

— Vintage 1982 —

— Vintage 1987 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Level at 3,7 cms below base of capsule.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1978 —

— Vintage 1985 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1980 —

— Vintage 1986 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Level at 2,7 cms below base of capsule.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— 77 —

LOT 26

—
Wine faucet

Domaine Henri Jayer
This item originates from Henri Jayer's personal cellar in Vosne-Romanée.
1 item per lot
Carton packing

CHF 100 – … per lot
€ 85 – … per lot
In bond

— 78 —

— 79 —

lots 27 to 52

Vosne-Romanée is not a very broad appellation,
with climates that are quite similar to each other.
Contrary to popular belief, Vosne-Romanée Village is not
a very supple appellation. This is a very powerful wine.
It’s generous while having a sense of reserve… over time.
It needs to be kept and aged.
Personally, these are wines that I prefer to keep for a
while before drinking. The Vosnes are nonetheless fullbodied wines. Not “bodybuilder” wines, but with spicy
notes that need to blend in, to soften with time.
Emmanuel Rouget

— 81 —

— opposite page and above —
6 February 1959. Review of land register.

— 82 —
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LOT 27

—
Vosne-Romanée 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2 cms, one at 3 cms, two at 3,4 cms, one at 3,5 cms and one at 4,2 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€ 10’170 – 20’340 per lot
In bond

— 84 —

— 85 —

LOT 28

—
Vosne-Romanée 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels at 5 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 86 —

— 87 —

LOT 29
LOT 30

—
Vosne-Romanée 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 29 and LOT 30 — Levels at 5,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’000 – 4’000 per lot
€ 1’700 – 3’390 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 29 

— 88 —

The photograph of Lot 30 is avalaible on our website

— 89 —

LOT 31

—
Vosne-Romanée 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : two at 3,4 cms, two at 3,8 cms, one at 4,2 cms and one at 4,9 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€ 10’170 – 20’340 per lot
In bond

— 90 —

— 91 —

LOT 32
LOT 33

—
Vosne-Romanée 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
LOT 32 — Levels : three at 1,6 cms, one at 1,8 cms, two at 2 cms, one at 2,2 cms, two at 2,4 cms,
one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,9 cms and one at 3,8 cms below base of capsules.
LOT 33 — Levels : one at 2 cms, two at 2,5 cms, two at 2,8 cms, one at 2,9 cms, one at 3 cms, one at 3,2 cms,
two at 3,5 cms, one at 3,6 cms and one at 3,8 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€ 29’670 – 59’330 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 32 

— 92 —

The photograph of Lot 33 is avalaible on our website

— 93 —

LOT 34

—
Vosne-Romanée 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 4 cms, one at 4,3 cms, three at 4,5 cms and one at 4,7 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 17’000 – 34’000 per lot
€ 14’410 – 28’820 per lot
In bond

— 94 —

— 95 —

LOT 35

—
Vosne-Romanée 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€ 25’430 – 50’850 per lot
In bond

— 96 —

— 97 —

LOT 36

—
Vosne-Romanée 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : two at 2,4 cms, one at 2,9 cms, one at 3,2 cms, one at 3,3 cms and one at 3,3 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 98 —

— 99 —

LOT 37
LOT 38

—
Vosne-Romanée 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
LOT 37 — Excellent levels for the age.
LOT 38 — Levels : two at 1 cms, two at 2 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 4 cms below base of capsules.
6 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€ 25’430 – 50’850 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 37

— 100 —

The photograph of Lot 38 is avalaible on our website

— 101 —

LOT 39

—
Vosne-Romanée 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,6 cms and one at 3,8 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 102 —
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LOT 40
LOT 41

—
Vosne-Romanée 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Five slightly raised corks.
LOT 40 — Excellent levels for the age, one of which at 2,6 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 41 — Levels : three at 2,5 cms, one at 2,6 cms, one at 2,8 cms, two at 2,9 cms, one at 3 cms, one at 3,1 cms,
two at 3,2 cms and one at 3,3 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€ 29’670 – 59’330 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 4 0 

— 104 —

The photograph of Lot 41 is avalaible on our website

— 105 —

LOT 42
LOT 43

—
Vosne-Romanée 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 42 — The bottle has a slightly raised cork. Level at 3,2 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 43 — Level at 3,8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€ 2’120 – 4’240 per lot
In bond

— 106 —

Photograph shows Lot 4 2

— 107 —

The photograph of Lot 43 is avalaible on our website

LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT

44
45
46
47
48
49

—
Vosne-Romanée 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€ 25’430 – 50’850 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 4 4

— 108 —

The photographs of Lots 45 to 49 are avalaible on our website
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LOT 50

—
Vosne-Romanée 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— 110 —

— 111 —

LOT 51

—
Vosne-Romanée, Vertical from 1986 to 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer
Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1986 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent levels for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1990 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1995 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent levels for the age.
1 Bottle

— 112 —
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LOT 52

—
Oak cask (empty !)
Domaine Henri Jayer

This item originates from Henri Jayer's personal cellar in Vosne-Romanée.
1 item per lot
Special transport

CHF 300 – … per lot
€ 255 – … per lot
In bond

— 114 —

— 115 —

lots 53 to 72
— 43 —

For me this is one of the greatest premiers crus of
Vosne-Romanée. I think the premiers crus in the North
of Vosne-Romanée are the best. Les Beaumonts is a very
subtle wine, balanced, delicate : like beautiful lace.
It’s the wine that always puts everyone “in a good
mood”. It’s fresh and cheerful at the same time : this is a
wine for celebrating ! Generous and discreet, everything
is there to underline the wine…
Drinking it is always a great pleasure.
Emmanuel Rouget

— 117
45 —
—
—

LOT 53

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1970
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 3,4 cms, one at 5,2 cms and one at 6,3 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 118 —

— 119 —

LOT 54

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1979
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : two at 4,9 cms and one at 5,7 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 120 —

— 121 —

LOT 55

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1980
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 3 cms, one at 4 cms and one at 4,4 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 9’000 – 18’000 per lot
€ 7’630 – 15’260 per lot
In bond

— 122 —

— 123 —

LOT 56

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1980
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€ 2’120 – 4’240 per lot
In bond

— 124 —

— 125 —

LOT 57

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : two at 2,2 cms and one at 3,1 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 126 —

— 127 —

LOT 58

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 4,4 cms, one at 4,5 cms and one at 5,2 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 8’000 – 16’000 per lot
€ 6’780 – 13’560 per lot
In bond

— 128 —

— 129 —

LOT 59

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 5,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€ 2’120 – 4’240 per lot
In bond

— 130 —

— 131 —

LOT 60

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 3,2 cms, one at 3,5 cms, four at 3,6 cms, three at 3,7 cms, one at 4,1 cms and two at 4,2 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 132 —

— 133 —

LOT 61

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 4,2 cms, one at 4,4 cms and one at 4,6 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 9’000 – 18’000 per lot
€ 7’630 – 15’260 per lot
In bond

— 134 —

— 135 —

LOT 62

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 3’000 – 6’000 per lot
€ 2’550 – 5’090 per lot
In bond

— 136 —

— 137 —

LOT 63
LOT 64

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
LOT 63 — Levels : one at 1,5 cms, two at 1,6 cms, two at 2,2 cms, one at 2,4 cms, two at 2,5 cms,
two at 2,6 cms and two at 3 cms below base of capsules.
LOT 64 — Levels : one at 2,9 cms, four at 3,1 cms, one at 3,2 cms, two at 3,4 cms,
two at 3,5 cms and two at 3,6 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€ 42’380 – 84’750 per lot
In bond

— 138 —

Photograph shows Lot 63 

— 139 —

The photograph of Lot 64 is avalaible on our website

LOT 65

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 140 —

— 141 —

LOT 66

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,8 cms and one at 3 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 142 —

— 143 —

LOT 67

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 1,5 cms, one at 1,6 cms, one at 2,1 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,8 cms and one at 3,1 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 12’000 – 24’000 per lot
€ 10’170 – 20’340 per lot
In bond

— 144 —

— 145 —

LOT 68

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
One slightly raised cork.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 146 —

— 147 —

LOT 69

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
One slightly raised cork.
Levels : one at 2,3 cms, one at 2,5 cms and one at 3,1 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 148 —

— 149 —

LOT 70

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 1994
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age and one at 2,8 cms below base of capsule.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 150 —

— 151 —

LOT 71

—
Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts, Vertical from 1980 to 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1980 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 2,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1981 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1982 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1987 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1991 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— 152 —

— 153 —

LOT 72

—
Wine pipette

Domaine Henri Jayer
This item originates from Henri Jayer's personal cellar in Vosne-Romanée.
1 item per lot
Carton packing

CHF 100 – … per lot
€ 85 – … per lot
In bond

— 154 —

— 155 —

lots 73 to 87

That’s a great appellation too, also on the North side of
Vosne-Romanée. It produces wines with a slightly more
powerful body than the Beaumonts. Henri Jayer’s Brulées
came to an end in 1987, when Méo took over the vines.
Emmanuel Rouget

— 157 —

— right —
Henri Jayer’s private cellar book.

— left —

Harvest declaration in 1945.

Henri Jayer’s private cellar book.

The first of the 57 vintages that

Declaration of stocks concerning 1946,

Henri Jayer produced.

and sales up to 1948.

— 158 —

— 159 —

LOT 73
LOT 74

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1973
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 73 and LOT 74 — Levels at 5,8 cms below base of capsules.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’000 – 4’000 per lot
€ 1’700 – 3’390 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 73

— 160 —

The photograph of Lot 74 is avalaible on our website

— 161 —

LOT 75

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 5,4 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€ 4’240 – 8’480 per lot
In bond

— 162 —

— 163 —

LOT 76

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 1,6 cms, one at 1,9 cms, one at 3 cms, one at 3,2 cms,
one at 3,6 cms and one at 3,8 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 164 —

— 165 —

LOT 77

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 3,2 cms, one at 3,6 cms and one at 4 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€ 5’940 – 11’870 per lot
In bond

— 166 —

— 167 —

LOT 78

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1979
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,3 cms, one at 2,4 cms and one at 6,1 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 168 —

— 169 —

LOT 79

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1980
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’500 – 11’000 per lot
€ 4’670 – 9’330 per lot
In bond

— 170 —

— 171 —

LOT 80

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,1 cms, one at 2,6 cms and one at 2,8 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€ 15’260 – 30’510 per lot
In bond

— 172 —

— 173 —

LOT 81

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,8 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 6 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— 174 —

— 175 —

LOT 82

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1983
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— 176 —

— 177 —

LOT 83

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1983
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 2,8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 2’500 – 5’000 per lot
€ 2’120 – 4’240 per lot
In bond

— 178 —

— 179 —

LOT 84

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age and one at 2,6 cms below base of capsule.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 180 —

— 181 —

LOT 85

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées, Vertical from 1976 to 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

1er Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
4 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1976 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,7 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum

— Vintage 1980 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum

— Vintage 1982 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum

— Vintage 1985 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 2,7 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum

— 182 —

— 183 —

LOT 86

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées, Vertical from 1970 to 1973
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 4’000 – 8’000 per lot
€ 3’390 – 6’780 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1970 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
The bottle has a slightly raised cork.
Level at 7 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1972 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1973 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 6 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— 184 —

— 185 —

LOT 87

—
Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées, Vertical from 1981 to 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€ 5’510 – 11’020 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1981 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1983 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1987 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— 186 —

— 187 —

lots 88 to 164

This vine is unique !
Its geographical location is already unique in itself.
Grand Cru at the bottom, Premier Cru in the South,
Village at the top : this set-up is very rare.
The Cros-Parantoux is located above the Combe Brûlée.
There’s the pine wood, the road down from Concœur :
it’s very cold there ! Depending on where you are in the
Cros-Parantoux parcel, the winds and perceptions of
cold are quite different.
The Cros soil is ploughed by horse only, which allows us
to cultivate the land without causing subsidence, in order
to limit erosion.
Emmanuel Rouget

— 189 —

— left and above —
18 September 1957. Part of Henri Jayer’s contract of land property for the Cros-Parantoux.

— 190 —

— 191 —

— above —

— above —

1978. Henri Jayer’s “éphéméride” (agenda). Notes concerning the 1978 vintage.

Henri Jayer’s private cellar book. 1978 harvest, consigned in surface and hectoliters.

— 192 —

— 193 —

LOT 88
LOT 89

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1978
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 88 — Excellent level for the age.
LOT 89 — Level at 4,6 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 88

— 194 —

The photograph of Lot 89 is avalaible on our website

— 195 —

LOT 90
LOT 91

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 90 — Excellent level for the age.
LOT 91 — Level at 3,4 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 196 —

Photograph shows Lot 9 0

— 197 —

The photograph of Lot 91 is avalaible on our website

LOT 92

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 198 —

— 199 —

LOT 93

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Two very slightly raised corks.
Levels : four at 1 cm, one at 1,1 cms, two at 1,4 cms, one at 1,6 cms, one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,6 cms,
one at 2,8 cms and one at 3,1 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 120’000 – 200’000 per lot
€ 101’700 – 169’500 per lot
In bond

— 200 —

— 201 —

LOT 94

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Three very slightly raised corks.
Levels : one at 3 cms, one at 3,1 cms, one at 3,3 cms, one at 3,4 cms,
one at 3,6 cms and one at 4,2 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 60’000 – 120’000 per lot
€ 50’850 – 101’700 per lot
In bond

— 202 —

— 203 —

LOT 95

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 204 —

— 205 —

LOT 96

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 1,4 cms, one at 2 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,6 cms,
one at 2,8 cms and one at 3,2 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 206 —

— 207 —

LOT 97
LOT 98

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 97 — Excellent level for the age.
LOT 98 — Level at 2,8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 208 —

Photograph shows Lot 97

— 209 —

The photograph of Lot 98 is avalaible on our website

LOT 99

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 1,8 cms, one at 2,3 cms and one at 4 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€ 15’260 – 30’510 per lot
In bond

— 210 —

— 211 —

LOT 100

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 4,5 cms, one at 4,6 cms and one at 5,4 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 45’000 – 85’000 per lot
€ 38’140 – 72’040 per lot
In bond

— 212 —

— 213 —

LOT 101

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 80’000 – 160’000 per lot
€ 67’800 – 135’600 per lot
In bond

— 214 —

— 215 —

LOT 102

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 216 —

— 217 —

LOT 103

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 2,3 cms, one at 2,5 cms and one at 3 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 218 —

— 219 —

LOT 104
LOT 105

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1989
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 104 — Level at 4,9 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 105 — Level at 5,4 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 220 —

Photograph shows Lot 104

— 221 —

The photograph of Lot 105 is avalaible on our website

LOT 106
LOT 107

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1989
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 106 — Excellent levels for the age.
LOT 107 — Levels : two at 2,6 cms, four at 3 cms, two at 3,1 cms, one at 3,3 cms, one at 3,8 cms,
one at 4 cms and one at 5,3 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 90’000 – 180’000 per lot
€ 76’280 – 152’550 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 10 6

— 222 —

The photograph of Lot 107 is avalaible on our website

— 223 —

LOT 108
LOT 109

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 108 — Excellent level for the age.
LOT 109 — Level at 2,7 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 224 —

Photograph shows Lot 108

— 225 —

The photograph of Lot 109 is avalaible on our website

LOT 110

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 3 cms, one at 3,7 cms and one at 4,5 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 26’000 – 52’000 per lot
€ 22’040 – 44’070 per lot
In bond

— 226 —

— 227 —

LOT 111

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 100’000 – 200’000 per lot
€ 84’750 – 169’500 per lot
In bond

— 228 —

— 229 —

LOT 112

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,4 cms, one at 2,5 cms, two at 2,8 cms and one at 3 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€ 42’380 – 84’750 per lot
In bond

— 230 —

— 231 —

LOT 113

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1991
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : two at 3 cms and one at 3,6 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— 232 —

— 233 —

LOT 114

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 80’000 – 160’000 per lot
€ 67’800 – 135’600 per lot
In bond

— 234 —

— 235 —

LOT 115

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age and one at 2,6 cms below base of capsule.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€ 29’670 – 59’330 per lot
In bond

— 236 —

— 237 —

LOT 116

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 100’000 – 200’000 per lot
€ 84’750 – 169’500 per lot
In bond

— 238 —

— 239 —

LOT 117

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 2,3 cms, one at 2,4 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,6 cms, one at 2,7 cms and one at 3 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€ 42’380 – 84’750 per lot
In bond

— 240 —

— 241 —

LOT 118

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : two at 3 cms and one at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— 242 —

— 243 —

LOT 119

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 18’000 – 36’000 per lot
€ 15’260 – 30’510 per lot
In bond

— 244 —

— 245 —

LOT 120

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 100’000 – 200’000 per lot
€ 84’750 – 169’500 per lot
In bond

— 246 —

— 247 —

LOT 121

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Levels : one at 1,5 cms, one at 2 cms, one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,8 cms and one at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€ 42’380 – 84’750 per lot
In bond

— 248 —

— 249 —

LOT 122
LOT 123

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1996
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 122 and LOT 123 — Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 100’000 – 200’000 per lot
€ 84’750 – 169’500 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 122

— 250 —

The photograph of Lot 123 is avalaible on our website

— 251 —

LOT 124

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1996
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 50’000 – 100’000 per lot
€ 42’380 – 84’750 per lot
In bond

— 252 —

— 253 —

LOT 125

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1996
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— 254 —

— 255 —

LOT 126

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1997
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 45’000 – 90’000 per lot
€ 38’140 – 76’280 per lot
In bond

— 256 —

— 257 —

LOT 127
LOT 128

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1997
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 127 and LOT 128 — Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 16’000 – 32’000 per lot
€ 13’560 – 27’120 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 127

— 258 —

The photograph of Lot 128 is avalaible on our website

— 259 —

LOT 129
LOT 130
LOT 131

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1997
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 131 — One very slightly raised cork.
LOT 129, LOT 130 and LOT 131 — Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 85’000 – 170’000 per lot
€ 72’040 – 144’070 per lot
In bond

— 260 —

Photograph shows Lot 129

— 261 —

The photographs of Lots 130-131 are avalaible on our website

LOT 132
LOT 133

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1998
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 132 and LOT 133 — Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 80’000 – 160’000 per lot
€ 67’800 – 135’600 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 132

— 262 —

The photograph of Lot 133 is avalaible on our website

— 263 —

LOT 134

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1998
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 264 —

— 265 —

LOT 135

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1999
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 110’000 – 220’000 per lot
€ 93’230 – 186’450 per lot
In bond

— 266 —

— 267 —

LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT

136
137
138
139
140

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1999
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOTS 136, 137, 138, 139 and 140 — Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 100’000 – 200’000 per lot
€ 84’750 – 169’500 per lot
In bond

— 268 —

Photograph shows Lot 136 

— 269 —

The photographs of Lots 137-14 0 are avalaible on our website

LOT 141
LOT 142
LOT 143
LOT 144
LOT 145
LOT 146

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2000
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOTS 141, 142, 143, 144, 145 and 146 — Excellent levels for the age.
6 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 85’000 – 170’000 per lot
€ 72’040 – 144’070 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 141

— 270 —

The photographs of Lots 14 2-146 are avalaible on our website

— 271 —

LOT 147
LOT 148

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2000
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOT 147 and LOT 148 — Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€ 5’510 – 11’020 per lot
In bond

— 272 —

Photograph shows Lot 147

— 273 —

The photograph of Lot 14 8 is avalaible on our website

LOT 149

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2000
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 80’000 – 160’000 per lot
€ 67’800 – 135’600 per lot
In bond

— 274 —

— 275 —

LOT 150
LOT 151
LOT 152
LOT 153
LOT 154
LOT 155

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2001
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
LOTS 150, 151, 152, 153, 154 and 155 — Excellent levels for the age.
6 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 85’000 – 170’000 per lot
€ 72’040 – 144’070 per lot
In bond

— 276 —

Photograph shows Lot 150

— 277 —

The photographs of Lots 151-155 are avalaible on our website

LOT 156

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2001
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 14’000 – 28’000 per lot
€ 11’870 – 23’730 per lot
In bond

— 278 —

— 279 —

LOT 157

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2001
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 80’000 – 160’000 per lot
€ 67’800 – 135’600 per lot
In bond

— 280 —

— 281 —

LOT 158

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2001
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsules and labels. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 282 —

— 283 —

LOT 159

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 2001
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€ 5’510 – 11’020 per lot
In bond

— 284 —

— 285 —

LOT 160

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux, Vertical from 1978 to 2001
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

15 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 280’000 – 480’000 per lot
€ 237’290 – 406’780 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1978 —

— Vintage 1987 —

— Vintage 1995 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1980 —

— Vintage 1988 —

— Vintage 1997 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Level at 3,8 cms below base of capsule.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1982 —

— Vintage 1989 —

— Vintage 1999 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Level at 2,6 cms below base of capsule.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1985 —

— Vintage 1990 —

— Vintage 2000 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1986 —

— Vintage 1992 —

— Vintage 2001 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— 286 —

— 287 —

LOT 161

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux, Vertical from 1982 to 1999
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 90’000 – 180’000 per lot
€ 76’280 – 152’550 per lot
In bond

— 288 —

— Vintage 1982 —

— Vintage 1990 —

— Vintage 1995 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Level at 4,3 cms below base of capsule.

Level at 2,8 cms below base of capsule.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1986 —

— Vintage 1991 —

— Vintage 1996 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 —

— Vintage 1992 —

— Vintage 1998 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1989 —

— Vintage 1993 —

— Vintage 1999 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— 289 —

LOT 162

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux, Vertical from 1982 to 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1982 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Level at 4,8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1986 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1988 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1991 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1992 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1995 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— 290 —

— 291 —

LOT 163

—
Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux, Vertical from 1996 to 1998
Domaine Henri Jayer

1 Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
er

3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1996 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1997 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1998 —
New Domaine capsule and label. Special mention "Réserve Henri Jayer".
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— 292 —

— 293 —

LOT 164

—
Grape harvesting basket
Domaine Henri Jayer

This item originates from Henri Jayer's personal cellar in Vosne-Romanée.
Printed on the side :“H. JAYER VOSNE”
1 item per lot
Carton packing

CHF 200 – … per lot
€ 170 – … per lot
In bond

— 294 —

— 295 —

lots 165 to 205

An extremely well-located parcel, since it is at the
very start of the Échézeaux appellation, at the edge of
Uchaux. The Échézeaux appellation is vast as it goes
as far as the Combe d’Orveaux (behind the Clos de
Vougeot) and covers 36 hectares.
Its qualities vary by area. Échézeaux are very generous
wines. The Treux have deeper soils which bring a certain
finesse to the wine. The Cruots have a slightly stony
terrain and give the wine more body. Finesse, body…
perfect harmony.
A wine that’s well put together, never heavy, generous
and fluid. The Americans would call it “energetic”.
Emmanuel Rouget

— 297 —

— 1978 harvest —

Henri Jayer's “éphémérides”
— 1985 harvest —

— 298 —

— 1990 harvest —

over 4 different harvests.
— 1999 harvest —

— 299 —

— above —

— above —

Henri Jayer during the harvest, in the late 1970s.

Henri Jayer in his office, in the late 1990s.

— 300 —

— 301 —

LOT 165

—
Échézeaux 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 22’000 – 44’000 per lot
€ 18’650 – 37’290 per lot
In bond

— 302 —

— 303 —

LOT 166

—
Échézeaux 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€ 5’940 – 11’870 per lot
In bond

— 304 —

— 305 —

LOT 167

—
Échézeaux 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 4 cms, one at 4,5 cms and one at 5,5 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 306 —

— 307 —

LOT 168
LOT 169

—
Échézeaux 1979
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 168 and LOT 169 — Excellent level for the age.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€ 5’940 – 11’870 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 168

— 308 —

The photograph of Lot 169 is avalaible on our website

— 309 —

LOT 170

—
Échézeaux 1979
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,1 cms, one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,4 cms, one at 2,6 cms, one at 2,9 cms, one at 3,4 cms, two at 3,6 cms,
two at 3,9 cms, one at 4,6 cms and one at 4,8 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 310 —

— 311 —

LOT 171
LOT 172

—
Échézeaux 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 171 — Level at 3,4 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 172 — Level at 3,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 171

— 312 —

The photograph of Lot 172 is avalaible on our website

— 313 —

LOT 173

—
Échézeaux 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 22’000 – 44’000 per lot
€ 18’650 – 37’290 per lot
In bond

— 314 —

— 315 —

LOT 174

—
Échézeaux 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 316 —

— 317 —

LOT 175

—
Échézeaux 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 3’500 – 7’000 per lot
€ 2’970 – 5’940 per lot
In bond

— 318 —

— 319 —

LOT 176

—
Échézeaux 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 1 cm, one at 2,9 cms and one at 3 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 320 —

— 321 —

LOT 177

—
Échézeaux 1985
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 4 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 322 —

— 323 —

LOT 178

—
Échézeaux 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 9’000 – 18’000 per lot
€ 7’630 – 15’260 per lot
In bond

— 324 —

— 325 —

LOT 179
LOT 180

—
Échézeaux 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 179 — Level at 3 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 180 — Level at 3,3 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 5’000 – 10’000 per lot
€ 4’240 – 8’480 per lot
In bond

— 326 —

Photograph shows Lot 179

— 327 —

The photograph of Lot 18 0 is avalaible on our website

LOT 181

—
Échézeaux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2 cms, one at 3 cms and one at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 22’000 – 44’000 per lot
€ 18’650 – 37’290 per lot
In bond

— 328 —

— 329 —

LOT 182
LOT 183

—
Échézeaux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 182 — Level at 3,9 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 183 — Level at 4,1 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— 330 —

Photograph shows Lot 182

— 331 —

The photograph of Lot 183 is avalaible on our website

LOT 184

—
Échézeaux 1988
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 1,5 cms, one at 1,6 cms, one at 1,9 cms, two at 2 cms, one at 2,2 cms, one at 2,6 cms, one at 2,9 cms,
two at 3 cms, one at 3,1 cms and one at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 332 —

— 333 —

LOT 185
LOT 186

—
Échézeaux 1989
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 185 — Level at 3 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 186 — Level at 4 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— 334 —

Photograph shows Lot 185

— 335 —

The photograph of Lot 186 is avalaible on our website

LOT 187

—
Échézeaux 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,8 cms, three at 3,2 cms and one at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 30’000 – 60’000 per lot
€ 25’430 – 50’850 per lot
In bond

— 336 —

— 337 —

LOT 188

—
Échézeaux 1990
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Levels : one at 3,7 cms, one at 3,8 cms and one at 4,1 cms below base of capsules.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 338 —

— 339 —

LOT 189

—
Échézeaux 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age and one at 2,7 cms below base of capsule.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 340 —

— 341 —

LOT 190

—
Échézeaux 1992
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age, one at 2,7 cms and one at 5,3 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 35’000 – 70’000 per lot
€ 29’670 – 59’330 per lot
In bond

— 342 —

— 343 —

LOT 191

—
Échézeaux 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
One very slightly raised cork.
Levels : one at 3,2 cms, one at 4 cms and one at 4,1 cms below base of capsules.
3 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 344 —

— 345 —

LOT 192

—
Échézeaux 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,3 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond

— 346 —

— 347 —

LOT 193

—
Échézeaux 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Five very slightly raised corks.
Levels : one at 1,8 cms, one at 2 cms, two at 2,1 cms, one at 2,4 cms, one at 2,5 cms, one at 2,6 cms,
two at 3 cms and three at 3,5 cms below base of capsules.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 348 —

— 349 —

LOT 194

—
Échézeaux 1995
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Three very slightly raised corks.
Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— 350 —

— 351 —

LOT 195
LOT 196

—
Échézeaux 1996
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
LOT 195 and LOT 196 — Excellent levels for the age.
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

Photograph shows Lot 195

— 352 —

The photograph of Lot 196 is avalaible on our website

— 353 —

LOT 197

—
Échézeaux 1996
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 10’000 – 20’000 per lot
€ 8’480 – 16’950 per lot
In bond

— 354 —

— 355 —

LOT 198

—
Échézeaux 1997
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 15’000 – 30’000 per lot
€ 12’720 – 25’430 per lot
In bond

— 356 —

— 357 —

LOT 199

—
Échézeaux 1998
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’500 – 15’000 per lot
€ 6’360 – 12’720 per lot
In bond

— 358 —

— 359 —

LOT 200

—
Échézeaux 1999
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsules and labels.
Excellent levels for the age.
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 20’000 – 40’000 per lot
€ 16’950 – 33’900 per lot
In bond

— 360 —

— 361 —

LOT 201

—
Échézeaux, Vertical from 1976 to 1993
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
9 Magnums per lot
Original individual wooden cases

CHF 65’000 – 130’000 per lot
€ 55’090 – 110’170 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1976 —

— Vintage 1985 —

— Vintage 1989 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Level at 2,7 cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1979 —

— Vintage 1987 —

— Vintage 1992 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— Vintage 1982 —

— Vintage 1988 —

— Vintage 1993 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Level at 3,2 cms below base of capsule.

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

1 Magnum

— 362 —

— 363 —

LOT 202

—
Échézeaux, Vertical from 1976 to 1999
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
12 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 40’000 – 80’000 per lot
€ 33’900 – 67’800 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1976 —

— 364 —

— Vintage 1985 —

— Vintage 1991 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Level at 4 cms below base of capsule.

Level at 2,8 cms below base of capsule.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1978 —

— Vintage 1986 —

— Vintage 1997 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1979 —

— Vintage 1988 —

— Vintage 1998 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

— Vintage 1982 —

— Vintage 1990 —

— Vintage 1999 —

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

New Domaine capsule and label.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

Excellent level for the age.

1 Bottle

1 Bottle

1 Bottle
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LOT 203

—
Échézeaux, Vertical from 1978 to 1999
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
6 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 25’000 – 50’000 per lot
€ 21’190 – 42’380 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1978 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 5,8 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1979 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1985 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1990 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1991 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1999 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle
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LOT 204

—
Échézeaux, Vertical from 1987 to 1998
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
3 Bottles per lot
Original wooden case

CHF 7’000 – 14’000 per lot
€ 5’940 – 11’870 per lot
In bond

— Vintage 1987 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 3,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1997 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle

— Vintage 1998 —
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle
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LOT 205

—
“ Two-beak goat ” (double faucet)
Domaine Henri Jayer

This item originates from Henri Jayer's personal cellar in Vosne-Romanée.
1 item per lot
Carton packing

CHF 150 – … per lot
€ 127 – … per lot
In bond
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lots 206 to 215

Richebourg was made from vineyards belonging to
the current Domaine Méo-Camuzet – Henri’s production
of Richebourg began in the mid-1940s and ended
in 1987. It was located just north of the Cros-Parantoux
in the climate of Les Verroilles.
Emmanuel Rouget
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— above —
1987. Henri Jayer’s amendments to his planting declaration.
— opposite page —
Henri Jayer’s private cellar book. 1987 harvest, consigned in surface and hectoliters.
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LOT 206

—
Richebourg 1973
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,6 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 3’500 – 7’000 per lot
€ 2’970 – 5’940 per lot
In bond
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LOT 207
LOT 208

—
Richebourg 1976
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 207 — Level at 5 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 208 — Level at 5,5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 6’000 – 12’000 per lot
€ 5’090 – 10’170 per lot
In bond
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Photograph shows Lot 207
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The photograph of Lot 208 is avalaible on our website

LOT 209

—
Richebourg 1981
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 2,9 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 6’500 – 13’000 per lot
€ 5’510 – 11’020 per lot
In bond
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LOT 210

—
Richebourg 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 16’000 – 32’000 per lot
€ 13’560 – 27’120 per lot
In bond
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LOT 211

—
Richebourg 1982
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Excellent level for the age.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 8’000 – 16’000 per lot
€ 6’780 – 13’560 per lot
In bond
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LOT 212
LOT 213

—
Richebourg 1986
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
LOT 212 — Level at 3,5 cms below base of capsule.
LOT 213 — Level at 5 cms below base of capsule.
1 Bottle per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 8’000 – 16’000 per lot
€ 6’780 – 13’560 per lot
In bond
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Photograph shows Lot 212
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The photograph of Lot 213 is avalaible on our website

LOT 214

—
Richebourg 1987
Domaine Henri Jayer

Grand Cru, Bourgogne - Côte de Nuits
New Domaine capsule and label.
Level at 4,2 cms below base of capsule.
1 Magnum per lot
Original individual wooden case

CHF 16’000 – 32’000 per lot
€ 13’560 – 27’120 per lot
In bond
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LOT 215

—
Cellar mallet

Domaine Henri Jayer
This item originates from Henri Jayer's personal cellar in Vosne-Romanée.
1 item per lot
Carton packing

CHF 120 – … per lot
€ 102 – … per lot
In bond
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inspection criteria

bid with Baghera/wines

DESCRIPTION

PA R C E L S

Baghera/wines indicates conditions of the lots according

Same wines (producers, appellation, vintage, etc.) may

to four criteria : capsules, corks, labels and levels.

be regarded as part of a parcel. The successful bidder on

Even with the best of care, labels may be stained or

a lot in a parcel has the possibility to purchase each of

BIDDING IN PERSON
—

damaged because wines are stored in damp condi-

the remaining unsold lots in this parcel at the same price,

If you would like to experience the live excitement

tions. Such storage conditions are beneficial to the

at the time of the bidding. Note that, in this catalogue, a

of an auction first hand and attend the auction room, you will

preservation of the wines. It is our duty to catalogue

parcel notice indicates all the numbers of its constitutive

need to register for a paddle in advance of the sale by filling

and report on wines as accurately as possible at the

lots on its heading line.

out and submitting the dedicated Bidder Pre-Registration Form
at your disposal in this catalogue on page 405.

time of going to press. High resolution photographs are
available upon request. The actual condition of the wine
within the bottle is not necessarily linked to its outward

C AU T I O N A R Y

appearance. You are strongly advised to examine any lot

– Descriptions and estimates in this catalogue may be

you are interested in before the sale to form your own

amended at our own discretion. Information is given

opinion (or have it examined on your behalf).

orally or in writing, before or during the sale.

N OT E S

ABSENTEE BIDDING
—
If you cannot physically attend the sale, you can leave absentee

– Note that some producers tend to over-fill their bottles

bids thanks to the Absentee Bids Form on pages 403-404, or

and a small quantity of wine may be trapped between

leave your absentee bids through our website and online-

Ullage refers to the space between the base of the cap-

the capsule and the cork and seep. This should not be

catalogue. Connect to www.bagherawines.auction

sule and the wine itself. Acceptable ullage levels tend to

confused with ullage (ullage is a natural occurrence in

increase with age. When speaking of Burgundy wines,

older wines).

C O R K S

A N D

U L L AG E S

commonly acceptable levels are as follows :
• Under 15 years old – less than 2,5 cms
• 15 to 30 years old – up to 4 cms

F O R M AT S

• Over 30 years old – up to 6 cms

I N

T H I S

S A L E

• Bottle : 75 cl.

publication of the catalogue and the sale. This may

ONLINE LIVE BIDDING
—

be caused by the ageing of the cork or by a change in

Should you rather place your bids in real time

the temperature of the storage conditions or the ship-

through our online live bidding platform, please connect

ment of the wine. We will only accept responsibility for

to www.bagherawines.auction and follow the guide.

It should be noted that ullages may change between

• Magnum : 150 cl.

descriptions of conditions at the time of print of this
catalogue and cannot accept responsibility for any loss
resulting from failure of corks either before or after this
point.

TELEPHONE BIDDING
—
As an alternative service to bidders, Baghera/wines
also offers the possibility to submit a telephone
bids request. We will contact you during the sale,
and a member of our team will bid live with
you over the phone. Contact : office@bagherawines.com
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conditions of sale

T

hese conditions of sale govern the contractual relations between Baghera/wines

It is subject to change and does not constitute any guarantee or indication of the actual final

authenticity, provenance, weight or condition of any Lot. None of Baghera/wines agents

Bidding by Telephone

Auction & Trading SA (“Baghera/wines”), the seller whose details are indicated

sale price. The estimate does not include costs such as the Buyer’s premium and additional

have authority to give any guarantees in this respect. All statements made in catalogues,

If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live on the telephone with one of our multilin-

in the Sales Commission document (“Seller”), any participant in the auction or

costs (refer to section 8. below).

advertisements or brochures concerning Baghera/wines sales only express opinions and are

gual staff members. This service must be arranged at least 72 hours in advance of the sale,

no guarantee from Baghera/wines or the Seller. All persons concerned are expected to inquire

especially if you wish to bid in a language other than English. We also recommend that you

traded or over-the-counter, as well as any bidder and the highest bidder, excluding contractual
relations between Baghera/wines and the Seller.

7. RESERVE PRICE

before the auction, about the description and condition and of the lots and of possible defects

leave an emergency bid which we can execute on your behalf just in case we are unable to

In case of conflict between these conditions of purchase and the terms and conditions of

The reserve price is the confidential minimum price at which the Seller agrees to sell the

or possible damage or repairs which have been, or need to be, carried out.

reach you by telephone. Please note that telephone bids may be recorded (by bidding on

sale, the general terms and conditions of sale shall prevail. These purchase conditions can

Lot. If the reserve price is not reached, Baghera/wines may reject the last bid and set a

be modified at any time, in writing or orally during the sale. By participating in any capacity

new starting price equal to or above the reserve price. In case no bid matches or is above

12. BIDDERS REGISTRATION

leave a maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and VAT, which we can execute on

whatsoever in an auction or a private sale organized at Baghera/wines' discretion, you agree

the reserve price, Baghera/wines shall withdraw the lot without adjudging it to anyone.

Prospective buyers who would bid for the first time with Baghera/wines are asked to provide

your behalf in the event we are unable to reach you by telephone.

to be bound by these conditions. You should therefore read them carefully before doing so.

Baghera/wines, however, reserves the right to organise a private sell after the auction, in

the following documents, at least 48 hours in advance, in order to give Baghera/wines enough

Online Live Bidding —

which case the price shall not be lower than the reserve price, subject to agreement by the

time to process and approve the registration for the auction :

If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may bid online on our online live bidding

Seller for a price below the reserve price.

• Individuals: government-issued photo identification (such as a driving licence, national

platform, available on our website at www.bagherawines.auction. You must pre-register at

identity card, or passport) and, if not shown on the ID document, proof of current address,

least 36 hours before the start of the auction in order to be approved by our bid department.

for example a utility bill/bank statement.

Please note that corporate firewalls may cause difficulties for online bidders. Baghera/wines'

1. BUYER
The last bidder at the stroke of the gavel (the “Buyer”) wins the bid on the lot of items (the
“lot”). In case of dispute between two or more bidders, the lot will immediately be relisted.

8. BUYER’S PREMIUM AND ADDITIONAL COSTS

the telephone, you consent to the recording of your conversation). We suggest that you

The buyer’s premium is 20% plus 7,7% Value added tax (VAT) on the hammer price and

• Corporate clients: a photocopy of the company register.

2. AUCTION PROCEDURE

buyer’s premium. The total amount of the hammer price of each of lot purchased, plus the

• For other business structures such as trusts, offshore companies or partnerships, please

Absentee Bids

The bailiff accepts the bids of those present at the sale, phone bidders as well as absentee

buyer’s premium, plus VAT is the final price to acquire the lot(s). Please note that other

contact Baghera/wines' CFO ( fjaquillard@bagherawines.com ) for advice on the information

If you are unable to attend an auction in person, you may give Baghera/wines instructions

bidders. The stroke of the gavel indicates the final bid awarding the lot to the Purchaser.

taxes may arise after collection of the goods.

you should supply.

to bid on your behalf. Our member of staff will then try to purchase the lot(s) of your choice

The bailiff speaks out and records the name or number of the Buyer.

This tax (VAT) is refunded to any buyer domiciled outside Switzerland if, but only if, Baghera/

• A financial reference in the form of a recent bank statement or a reference from your bank.

for the lower price possible. Please note this service is free, totally confidential and offered as

wines receives from such buyer an export declaration in respect of a purchased lot which has

• Persons registering to bid on behalf of someone who has not previously bid or consigned

a convenience to clients who are unable to attend the sale. In the event of identical bids, the

3. TRANSFER OF RISK AND PROPERTY

been stamped by Swiss customs.

with Baghera/wines should bring identification documents not only for themselves but also

earliest received will take precedence. Although our representative will make every effort,

Once awarded to the Buyer, the risks and ownership of the lot(s) pass to the Buyer.

All buyers should note that local sales taxes or use taxes may become payable upon import

for the party on whose behalf they are bidding, together with a signed letter of authorisation

Baghera/wines will not be responsible for error or failure to execute bids.

of items following purchase. Buyers should obtain their own advice in this regard.

from that party.

Bidding Increments

platform will be available on mobile devices as well as computers.

4. ABSENTEE BIDDING

Bidding generally opens with the low estimate and advances in increments of up to 10%

Baghera/wines can place bids on customers’ instruction, if you are unable to attend the

9. EXCHANGE RATES

Please note, Baghera/wines is entitled to request a deposit in CHF in order to ensure the

subject to the auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer retains the right to call bids at his

auction in person, Baghera/wines and its employees or agents cannot be held responsible

In some auctions, in order to ensure proper information for the Buyer, a currency converter

bidders' final registration. If the bidder is unsuccessful and does not owe Baghera/wines any

own discretion – bids steps are shown on the Guide for Absentee Bidders on page 402.

for failure in the transmission of these instructions during the auction.

is made available. The data displayed are provided for information only and Baghera/wines

debt, the deposit will be refunded (i.e. the received CHF amount) in full, 7 days after the sale.

Currency and Currency Converter

In the case where two identical bidding instructions match the highest bidding, the lot will

assumes no responsibility in this regard.

Baghera/wines is entitled to change the deposit pre-registration procedures and requirements

The sale is conducted in Swiss francs. Any other amounts shown in this catalogue and on

at their own discretion without prior notice.

the currency converter are for guidance only and are not legally binding. Baghera/wines

be awarded to the first bidder.
Baghera/wines reserves the right in its sole discretion, to refuse bids from a buyer’s instructions

10. PRE-AUCTION VIEWING

in case the information and documents submitted as proof of identity, i.e. the identity of the

Prospective buyers are encouraged to inspect the property at the pre-sale

13. BIDDER RESPONSIBILITY

When bidding, the person assumes personal accountability to pay the price and any other

beneficial owner, should prove to be false, incomplete, ambiguous or inadequate.

viewing, which can be attended at no charge by appointment only (please contact

Bidding at Auction

applicable taxes or charges, unless it has been explicitly agreed in writing with Baghera/wines,

office@bagherawines.com). Bidders accept responsibility for carrying out inspections and

Bids may be executed in person by paddle during the auction, in writing prior to the sale

prior to the auction, that the bidder only acts as an agent on behalf and in the name of an

5. TERMS OF AUCTION

investigations, during previewing, to satisfy themselves as to the lots in which they may

by telephone or by live bidding.

third party, acknowledged and accepted by Baghera/wines, and that the said party shall be

The bailiff has the right at its absolute discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding

be interested.

Bidding in Person

solely responsible for payment of the Price.

as it may decide, to withdraw or divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots. Any bid

Baghera/wines may also provide condition reports. The absence of reference to the condition of

To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect a numbered paddle before the

The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid. The auctioneer will call out and

must be at least 10% higher than the previous bid. The bailiff can, however, change this

a lot in the catalogue description does not imply that the lot is free from faults or imperfections.

auction begins. Proof of identity will be required. New clients are encouraged to register at

record the name or “paddle” number of the buyer. If your written bid is successful, you will

least 48 hours in advance of a sale to allow sufficient time for us to process your informa-

be notified the day following the sale by email. Bidding may be re-opened at the auctioneer’s

11. NO WARRANTY

tion. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name and address to which the paddle has been

discretion.

Baghera/wines only acts as agent to the Seller. The sale is passed directly between the

registered and invoices cannot be transferred to other names and addresses. Please do not

6. ESTIMATE

Seller and the Buyer. Baghera/wines shall not be responsible for any defects in the lots nor

mislay your paddle; in the event of loss, inform the Sales Clerk immediately. At the end of

The estimate of each lot is based on prices reached during previous auctions for similar lots.

do we guarantee the accuracy of the information concerning the producer, origin, date, age,

the sale, please return your paddle to the registration desk.

percentage during the auction. The Seller as well as any person instructed by the former
cannot bid on their own lots. Only Baghera/wines may bid on behalf of the Seller.
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conditions of sale ( followed )
14. SALE RESULTS

17. PARTIAL PAYMENT

21. FALSE INFORMATION

Results for the sale are available upon request. Baghera/wines cannot accept liability for

Any partial payment by the Buyer to Baghera/wines will be considered payment through

If the information or documents provided by the Buyer on his identity or the identity of the

management and operations of our business and (v) for other purposes set out in our Privacy

any errors or omissions, howsoever caused. Sellers should await their settlement statement

direct deposit. In case of failure of the Buyer to pay the entire price of this deposit will be

beneficial owner prove to be false, incomplete, ambiguous or insufficient, Baghera/wines

Policy published on our website at bagherawines.com and available on request by emailing

as confirmation of any sold proceeds.

automatically collected and lot will be relisted by public auction or at a private auction or sale

may, in their sole discretion, cancel the sale and pursue the fraudster. The Buyer will be

office@bagherawines.com.

by private treaty at the discretion of Baghera/wines.

responsible for all costs incurred.

Sometimes, Baghera/wines may also disclose this information to carefully selected third

15. PAYMENT OPTIONS AND DEADLINES

parties for their own marketing purposes. If you do not wish your details to be used for this

The price is payable in Swiss francs in the seven days following the sale. On the eighth

18. COLLECTION, SHIPPING, IMPORTATION AND STORAGE

22. BAGHERA/WINES’S AUTHENTICITY GUARANTEE

purpose, please email office@bagherawines.com.

day after the sale, interest at the rate of 1% per month will be added to the amount due.

Please refer to page 406 in this catalogue for detailed information regarding collection,

If Baghera/wines sells any wine which the Buyer subsequently shows to Baghera/wines' reaso-

If the client provides Baghera/wines with information that is defined by European data protec-

Payment can also be made in foreign currencies with legal-tender status if that amount can

shipping, importation and storage facilities. Please note that the Geneva FreePort is open

nable satisfaction to be a “counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Baghera/wines will cancel

tion laws as “sensitive”, the client agrees that it may be used for the purposes set out above.

be converted into Swiss francs at the value date of payment. To avoid any delay in releasing

from Monday to Friday from 8 am to 11 am and from 1 pm to 4 pm. Please note, that collection

the sale and refund to the Buyer the total amount paid by the Buyer (in the original currency).

In the course of these disclosures, personal data collected in the European Economic Area

goods, prospective buyers should supply bank references before the auction. Please include

notice should be given at least 48 h prior collection.

Definition : “counterfeit” means a wine that in Baghera/wines' reasonable opinion is an imita-

may be disclosed to countries outside the European Economic Area. Although such countries

your name and invoice number with your instructions to the bank. Please note that we reserve

All the lots are stored at the Geneva FreePort and are in bond. All lot(s) can be collected when

tion created to deceive as to producer and vintage, where the correct description of the

may not have legislation that protects a client’s personal information, Baghera/wines shall

the right to decline payments received from anyone other than the buyer of record and that

Baghera/wines' full payment confirmation has been delivered to the buyer.

producer and vintage is not reflected by the description in the catalogue.

take reasonable steps to keep such information secure and in accordance with European data

clearance of such payments will be required. All expensive regarding bank transfer are at

For all buyers, a transit document will be needed to ship the wines. Destination VAT, excise

The Guarantee is provided for a period of fourteen (14) days from the date of the auction, for

protection principles. By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the client is agreeing to

the buyer’s charges.

duty, clearance charges are at the buyer’s charge and cannot be cancelled or refunded by

the sole benefit of the original Buyer and may not be transferred to any third party.

such disclosure.

Payment can be made at the sale in cash, by credit card or charge card, or by bank transfer to :

Baghera/wines. For buyers inside Switzerland, excise duty and clearance charges will be

In order to claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must :

Baghera/wines premises may be subject to video surveillance and recording. Telephone calls

Beneficiary : Baghera Wines Auction&Trading SA, Geneva

charged. VAT is already included in Baghera/wines' invoice.

(i) notify within 14 days Baghera/wines in writing of the reasons for believing the wine to

for telephone bidding purposes may also be recorded. We may process that information in

Crédit Suisse, AG, CH-1211 Genève 70

Be informed that express shipping companies may refuse to issue transit documents, we

be counterfeit. The buyer must specify the lot number and date of the sale at which it was

accordance with our Privacy Policy.

IBAN : CH54 0483 5157 5226 21000

strongly recommend to use a professional wine carrier.

purchased ; and

Swift/BIC : CRESCHZZ80A

Buyers are reminded that Baghera/wines accepts liability for loss or damage to uncollected

(ii) return the lot to Baghera/wines in the same condition as at the date of sale to the Buyer

25. MISCELLANEOUS

Please note that transactions should preferably be made by bank transfer. If you wish to pay

lots until June 30th 2018.

and be able to transfer property title to the lot, free from any third party claims arising after

(a) Taxes. If any taxes or rates are applicable to any amount paid by the Buyer, the latter is

the date of the sale.

solely responsible for their payment at the rate and on the date required by the competent

in cash, Swiss government regulations imply that your payment cannot exceed CHF 100’000
yearly. Please seek Baghera/wines' financial services for advice prior to making payment

19. RIGHT OF RETENTION AND DELIVERY

Baghera/wines has discretion to renounce to any of the above elements. Baghera/wines may

administration.

arrangements.

In order to avoid any errors in the auction process, to ensure the payment of invoices and to

require the Buyer to obtain at the Buyer’s cost the reports of two recognised and independent

(b) Severability provisions. If any provision of this agreement should be judged by a court to

Baghera/wines will accept American Express, Visa and MasterCard to pay for invoices.

proceed to – where necessary and in accordance with legal and regulatory requirements – the

experts in the field, reciprocally acceptable to Baghera/wines and the Buyer.

be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, this provision may be waived and the rest of the Agreement

A processing fee will apply.

required checks on the Buyer as well as the identity of the beneficial owner, No lot may be

Baghera/wines shall not be bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the

will continue to be valid and enforceable.

The successful bidder during the auction is solely responsible for payment to Baghera/wines.

removed during the sale.

right to seek additional expert advice at its own expense.

(c) Personal information. Without your express prior refusal, we will be allowed to keep your

We will not accept payments for purchased lots from any party other than the buyer, unless

Baghera/wines is authorized to retain the lots until all amounts due to Baghera/wines have

On the assumption that Baghera/wines decides to cancel the sale under this Guarantee, the

personal information and may use it to inform you of our upcoming sales, services and events.

otherwise agreed between the buyer and Baghera/wines prior to the sale.

been paid in full or until the Buyer has performed all other obligations that Baghera/wines,

reasonable costs of two mutually approved independent expert reports may be refunded

(d) Prohibition of Assignment. The Buyer may not assign any benefit and/or obligation under

Goods can only be collected when payment has been cleared.

at his discretion, considers due, including anti money laundering and counter financing of

to the Buyer.

this agreement with Baghera/wines and/or the Seller without our prior written permission.
(e) Applicable law and jurisdiction. All contractual relations between the Purchaser, the

terrorism compliance.
16. NON-PAYMENT

In case a buyer does not meet the aforementioned checks to the satisfaction of Baghera/

23. LIABILITY

Seller and Baghera/wines are subject exclusively to Swiss domestic law, to the exclusion of the

In case of non payment by the Buyer within seven days of the sale, Baghera/wines shall try

wines, the company will be entitled to cancel the sale and take any other action required or

Any participant in the sale, in whatever capacity, namely as bidder, visitor or third party is

rules on the conflict of laws (LDIP). Any dispute in connection with the contractual relationship

their best to carry out the Seller’s instructions as to the next steps and help them, when

permitted by law. Shipping service will take place after reception of payment.

responsible for any damage, particularly to the lots exposed.

shall be settled exclusively by arbitration in accordance with the Swiss Rules of International

Notwithstanding the above, Baghera/wines expressly reserves the right at its

20. NON-COLLECTION OR NON-DELIVERY

24. DATA PROTECTION

Notice of Arbitration was submitted in accordance with these Rules. The number of arbitrators

discretion and expense of the Seller to accept special conditions of payment of the price, to take

In case the Buyer, having fulfilled all his obligations under these conditions of purchase, does

As required by law, or in connection with the supply of auction and related services Baghera/

shall be one. The seat of arbitration shall be Geneva. The arbitration will be conducted in

adequate measures for storage and/or lot insurance, to start or pursue any legal proceedings

not withdraw or fails to take delivery of the Lot, Baghera/wines will be entitled to, upon

wines may ask clients to provide personal data. Baghera/wines may take and retain a copy

French, subject to a written agreement for the use of another language.

instituted by or against the Buyer on the terms and conditions that Baghera/wines considers

notification to the Buyer, relist the lot by way of auction or private sale, in their sole discretion,

of government-issued identification such as a passport or driving license. We will use your

appropriate, to take all necessary measures to recover the amounts owed by Buyer and, if

and charge the Buyer the entire storage costs, insurance and all other costs that may occur.

personal data (i) to provide auction and related services; (ii) to enforce these Conditions

possible, to return the lot to the Seller.

Baghera/wines will have a right of retention on the lots until payment of all of these costs.

of Sale; (iii) to carry out identity and credit checks; (iv) to implement and improve the

possible, to reach the price or if not, cancel the sale. All damages are expressly reserved.

Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers’ Arbitration Institution in force on the date on which the
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guide for absentee bidders

absentee bids form ( page 1 of 2 )
SALE NUMBER 1801

|

S A L E N A M E H E N R I J AY E R , T H E H E R I TAG E    |

S A L E DAT E 1 7 T H O F J U N E 2 0 1 8

how to …

If you can not attend the sale in person,
Baghera/wines' brand new Live auction
platform may relay your bids and give
you the opportunity to live the sale as if
you were attending it in person. Feel the
atmophere in the room, follow the auction's

absentee bids

If you are unable to attend an auction
in person, you may give Baghera/wines
instructions to bid on your behalf. Our
staff members will then try to purchase
the lot(s) of your choice for the lower
price possible. Please note this service is
free, totally confidential and offered as a
convenience to clients who are unable to
attend the sale. Although our representative will make every effort, Baghera/
wines will not be responsible for error or
failure to execute bids.

excitement and place your bids at your
convenience – your bids will be instantly
relayed to the auctioneer.
B/Live is accessible from computers and
mobile devices, all you need is to ensure
that your connection is sufficent to

support live video streaming. If not, you
will still be able to bid live (without the
video) as the current bid and next increment will be visible on the screen.
You will need to register at least 48h
prior the sale on www.bagherawines.

how to …

how to …

pl ace absentee bids?

pl ace telephone bids?

In order to place absentee bids, please
use the dedicated form (see opposite)
provided in this catalogue. Each bid form
should contain the sale number. Please
accurately record the lot number and the
maximum price in Swiss Francs you are
willing to pay for each lot (please note
that unlimited bids will not be accepted).
Your bid form must be placed and sent
over to us as soon as possible. In event
of identical bids, the earliest received
will take precedence. Alternative bids
may be indicated by using the word
“OR” between lot numbers. As a result,
if your bid on early lot is successful, our
representative will not continue to bid on
other lots on your behalf, or, if your early
bids are unsuccessful, we will continue to
execute bids for alternative lots until a bid
is successful. It is important that your bids
are listed in numerical order (as the lot
numbers appear in the catalogue).

If you cannot attend the auction, you
can place bids on the telephone. We also
recommend that you leave a covering
bid which we can execute on your behalf
just in case we are unable to reach you by
telephone. As the number of telephone
lines are limited please make arrangements for this service at least 48 hours
before the sale. Please note that Baghera/
wines only offers telephone bids in French,
English, Spanish, German and Chinese.

auction to ensure registration is complete
prior to the sale and confirmed. You will
be able to enter the sale and place your
bids at your convenience. Please note that
credit controls apply on these bids (please
refer to page 399).

important notice

I f yo u a r e u n a b l e t o a t t e n d a n a u c t i o n
in person, please refer to "GUIDE FOR
A B S E N T E E B I D D E R S ", p a g e 4 0 2 o f t h i s
catalogue.
To a l l ow t i m e f o r p r o c e s s i n g , a b s e n t e e
b i d s s h o u l d b e r e c e i ve d n o l a t e r t h a n
T h u r s d a y 1 4 th o f J u n e 2 0 1 8 .

buyer ’s premium

(ple ase

print cle arly in block let ters or t ype)

contr acting part y

Last name

First name



Address
Zip Code
Country
Email

City / State

The maximum bid price that you indicate
in your absentee bid form is the hammer
price only. If you are successful on a lot, a
buyer’s premium of 20% will be added to
the hammer price for each lot you buy. An
additional VAT tax of 7,7% will be lieved on
the hammer price AND buyer’s premium.
The buyer’s premium will be the amount
stated in the “Conditions of Sale” printed
on pages 398-401 of this catalogue.
s u cc e s s f u l b i ds

Successful bidder will be notified and
invoiced within a few days of the sale.
i n fo r m ati o n

Please contact Baghera/wines at
+ 41 22 910 46 30
office@bagherawines.com

I understand that these bids are to be executed
up to, but not exceeding the amount specified in
the Absentee Bids Form.
I understand that each bid is per lot, as indicated,
and all bids will be executed and are accepted
subject to the "Conditions of Sale" printed on
page 398-401 of this catalogue.
I understand that if my bid is successful, a buyer’s
premium of 20% will be added to the hammer
price. An additional VAT tax of 7,7% will be lieved
on the hammer price and buyer’s premium.







Telephone

Account number



Address of bank



Telephone
Email

Fax



Fax





Name of bank
I understand that Baghera/wines is providing
service of executing bids on behalf of potential
buyers for the client’s convenience and that
Baghera/wines will not be held responsible for
errors relating to its execution of bids.





Person of contact

Direct Tel. number



the contr acting part y is the beneficial owner

(The beneficial owner may neither be an offshore nor a domiciliary company)

O

Yes

O

N
 o : (please complete) : Beneficial owner
Address






I am aware of the "Condition s of S ale" and notice s printed in the catalogue and I hereby accept
to be bound by them . I agree that the "Condition s of S ale" govern all purcha se s at auc tion that
I make and I unders tand that payment in f ull is due immediately af ter the s ale in Swis s Franc s .
Signature
D a te





* P l e a s e n o te t h a t b i d s i n f o r e i g n c u r r e n c y w i l l b e c o n v e r te d i n to Sw i s s F r a n c s a t t h e a p p r ox i m a te
p r e v a i l i n g r a te i n e f f e c t 24 h o u r s b e f o r e t h e s a l e .
bidding increments

B i d d i n g g e n e r a l l y o p e n s w i t h t h e l ow e s t i m a te a n d a d v a n ce s i n i n c r e m e n t s o f u p to 1 0 % s u b j e c t to t h e a u c t i o n e e r ’s d i s c re t i o n .

bagher a / wines
auction & tr ading sa

T h e a u c t i o n e e r re t a i n s t h e r i g h t to c a l l b i d s a t h i s ow n d i s c r e t i o n b u t t h e f o l l ow i n g w i l l g i ve b u ye r s a n i n d i c a t i o n o f t h e n o r m a l b i d s te p s :

Place Montbrillant, 19

lot n o
(i n

n u m er i c a l o r d er)

n o of lots required
(i n

c a s e o f pa r c e l lot s )

ma ximum bid
(s w i s s

f r a n c s *)

1201 Geneva


2,000 ~ 3,000 
3,000 ~ 5,000 

CHF 1,000 ~ 2,000
CHF
CHF

CHF 5,000 ~ 10,000




20,000 ~ 30,000 
30,000 ~ 50,000 
100,000 + 

i n 1 0 0 ’s

CHF 10,000 ~ 20,000

i n 2 0 0 ’s

CHF

200, 500, 800

CHF

i n 5 0 0 ’s

CHF
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i n 1 , 0 0 0 ’s

SWITZERLAND

i n 2 , 0 0 0 ’s

Té l : + 4 1 2 2 9 1 0 4 6 3 0

2,000, 5,000, 8,000

Email : of fice@bagherawines.com

a

A u c t i o n e e r ’s d i s c re t i o n
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absentee bids form ( page 2 of 2 )
SALE NUMBER 1801

|

S A L E N A M E H E N R I J AY E R , T H E H E R I TAG E    |

bidder pre-registration form

S A L E DAT E 1 7 T H O F J U N E 2 0 1 8

Last name

First name

SALE NUMBER 1801



|

S A L E N A M E H E N R I J AY E R , T H E H E R I TAG E    |

S A L E DAT E 1 7 T H O F J U N E 2 0 1 8

If you plan to attend the auction in person, please fill out this form and submit it by email to : office@bagherawines.com, or bring it with you to the
salesroom to register on the day of the auction. All documents can be found on our website, here : www.bagherawines.auction

lot n o
(i n

n o of lots
required

n u m er i c a l o r d er)

(i n

c a s e o f pa r c e l lot s )

lot n o

ma ximum bid
(s w i s s

f r a n c s *)

(i n

n u m er i c a l o r d er)

n o of lots
required
(i n

c a s e o f pa r c e l lot s )

ma ximum bid
(s w i s s

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one) :

O

A
 S A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
Proof of identity in the form of government-issued identification with a photograph and proof of address will be required.

f r a n c s *)

O

O
 N BEHALF OF A COMPANY
We require a Letter of Authorisation signed by a company director for the noted individual to transact on the company’s behalf
and a copy of government-issued identification (such as the certificate of incorporation) to verify the status of the company.
This should be accompanied by an official document confirming the company’s EU VAT registration number, if applicable.

invoice information

Last name

First name

Company name (complete if you are bidding on behalf of a company)






VAT Number (if applicable)





Address
Zip Code
Country
Email

City / State







Telephone

Fax



financial information

First time buyers are expected to provide with their credit card information and with their bank details
Name of bank



Account number
Address of bank




Telephone
Email

Fax





Person of contact

Direct Tel. number

Credit card type

Expiration date

Credit card number







I agree that all bids are subjec t to the "Condition s of S ale" printed in this catalogue, additional notice s or term s printed in the catalogue and
supplement s to the catalogue pos ted in the s aleroom , and in accordance with the above s tatement s and condition s . I a s sume all re spon sibilit y
for payment for the goods purcha sed under the a s signed paddle. If I am ac ting a s an agent, I agree to be personally re spon sible for all purcha se s
* P l e a s e n o te t h a t b i d s i n f o r e i g n c u r r e n c y w i l l b e c o n v e r te d i n to Sw i s s F r a n c s a t t h e a p p r ox i m a te p r e v a i l i n g r a te i n e f f e c t 24 h o u r s b e f o r e t h e s a l e .

I a g re e t h a t I a m b o u n d by t h e “ C o n d i t i o n s o f S a l e ”, w h i c h a re p u b l i s h e d i n t h e c a t a l o g u e f o r t h e s a l e
a n d g ove r n a l l p u rc h a s e s a t a u c t i o n t h a t I m a ke .
S i g n a t u re
D a te

made on behalf of my client(s), unle s s other arrangement s are confirmed in writing prior to each auc tion .
Signature
Date









BY SIGNING, YOU ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF SALE OF BAGHERA/WINES AS STATED IN OUR CATALOGUES AND ON OUR WEBSITE.
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collection, shipment and storage
I M P O R TAT I O N

SHIPPING

All the wines are stored, in bond, in Switzerland. Buyers from outside Switzerland

Shipping will be at Buyer’s expense, and must be prepaid of freight collect. Shipping

should be aware of restrictions imposed by various jurisdictions regarding impor-

by commercial means, particularly of older wines, can be risky and it is at the buyer’s

tation of alcoholic beverages. It is the buyer’s responsibility to obtain any relevant

risk. Baghera/wines will not refund any shipment charges under any circumstances.

export or import licence. The denial of any licence cannot justify the cancellation

Please contact directly Baghera/wines shipping department for any transport or

of the sale or any delay in making payment of the total amount due.

insurance requests.

COLLECTION

WI N E PAC K I N G

Collection from the Geneva FreePort will be by appointment only and at least 7 days

All lots will be delivered in styrofoam for optimum protection of the bottles. The

notice must be given. Property will not be released until payment in full has been

empty original wooden cases will be added to the shipment. Baghera/wines will

received and funds have been cleared. Authority for the release of lots to the Buyer will

not take any responsibility for breakage of wines during shipment.

personal notes

be a Release Order provided by Baghera/wines. Moreover, it is Baghera/wines' policy to
request proof of identity (the Buyer's, or that of the Buyer's authorised representative/

TA X AT I O N

shippers, in which case they will require an authorisation letter from the Buyer) on

The laws of the final destination of shipment determine taxation. It is Buyer’s

collection of a lot. All Buyers (or shippers) must examine every lot or consignments

responsibility to ensure compliance with applicable tax laws shipments.

in the presence of cellar staff at Geneva FreePort premises prior to collection.
STOR AGE
IN BOND

Baghera/wines offer complimentary storage at the Geneva FreePort until the 30th

All lots are stored at the Geneva FreePort and are in bond. For any buyers outside

of June 2018. Any property for which shipping arrangements or collection have

Switzerland, a transit document will be needed to ship the wines. Destination VAT,

not been made prior to this date will be assessed a monthly storage and insurance

excise duty, clearance charges are at the buyer’s charge and cannot be cancelled or

charge. (Please refer to Baghera/wines' Conditions of sale, 18. COLLECTION,

refunded by Baghera/wines. For buyers inside Switzerland, excise duty and clearance

SHIPPING, IMPORTATION AND STORAGE, on p.400 of this catalogue).

charges will be charged. VAT is already included in Baghera/wines invoices. Be
informed that express shipping companies may refused to issue transit documents,

NOTE

we strongly recommend to use a professional wine carrier. Baghera/wines can assist

In all instances, neither Baghera/wines nor the Geneva FreePort are responsible for

in retrieving lots from the Geneva FreePort.

any deterioration, damage, loss or any acts or omission of any shipper, including,
without limitation, any packing, shipping, delivery or insurance for purchased lots.

Contact for Baghera/wines :
+41 22 910 46 30
office@bagherawines.com
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